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modern jazz music with some indian and african flavors and odd meters, featuring drums, tabla, guitar,

sax, trumpet and trombone. 8 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Weird Jazz, WORLD: World Fusion Details: "Zoboko

square" is the first project composed, played and produced by Fabio LOCURCIO for his own label: JATI

records. Fabio is the brother of Marco Locurcio also owner of the label. The sextet is composed by Fabio

Locurcio (drums, tabla), Marco Locurcio (guitar), Marco Siniscalco (bass), Gianni Savelli (sax), Aldo Bassi

(trumpet and flueghorn), and Mario Corvini (trombone). "Zoboko square" doesn't exist for real! Zoboko is

a music ritual formula of the Aka ... and Zoboko square is an imaginary place where (as in Congo square

in New Orleans at the beginning of jazz history) different musical culture could meet to invent a new kind

of music. Fabio Locurcio was born in Brussels in 1974. He begins playing drums when he's 5 years old. In

1992 he moves to Los Angeles where he attends the Percussion Institute of Technology of the Musicians

Institute. In 1994, he records and co-produce his first CD "Marco Locurcio - Fabio Locurcio Quintet - C U

in Heaven" . In Belgium he plays regularly with the Locurcio/Gadzina Quintet. In 1999 he graduates at the

Brussels Koninklijk Conservatorium after have been following classes of tabla in the world music

department (indian music) of the Rotterdam Conservatorium. After a first trip to India in 1998 he spends in

Madras two studying months at Vikku Vinayakram's school. In 2002 he graduates in ethnomusicology in

Rome. He's part as tabla player in "Jama" of "Marco Locurcio Sextet". First release of the label JATI

records, that is going very soon to present new productions, showing the artistic value of this new

Belgian-Italian label.
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